Introduction
============

A number of studies have described the characteristics of cross-sectional tau PET imaging in ageing and Alzheimer's disease ([@awy059-B54]; [@awy059-B5]; [@awy059-B8]; [@awy059-B10]; [@awy059-B14]; [@awy059-B18]; [@awy059-B37]; [@awy059-B43]; [@awy059-B45]; [@awy059-B55]; [@awy059-B2]; [@awy059-B6]; [@awy059-B19]; [@awy059-B24]; [@awy059-B31]; [@awy059-B35]; [@awy059-B47]; [@awy059-B27]; [@awy059-B39]). Few, however, have addressed longitudinal tau PET ([@awy059-B9]; [@awy059-B51]). Because within-person changes in Alzheimer's disease biomarkers over short time periods are typically small in magnitude ([@awy059-B13]), close attention to methods of measurement should be important for effectively capturing within-person change on tau PET. One key methodological question is: where in the brain should measures be taken to best capture rates of accumulation of pathological tau in ageing and Alzheimer's disease?

Our main objective was to compare within-person change on serial tau PET across various cortical regions. To address different stages of the typical Alzheimer's continuum, we studied three groups of participants: cognitively unimpaired individuals with normal amyloid PET (CU A−, i.e. individuals not in the Alzheimer's continuum); cognitively unimpaired individuals with abnormal amyloid PET (CU A+, i.e. individuals who were early in the Alzheimer's continuum), and cognitively impaired (amnestic phenotype) individuals with abnormal amyloid PET (CI A+).

We had four aims: (i) to examine and compare the topography of tau PET accumulation rates across all cortical regions of interest among the three clinical groups; (ii) to identify meta-regions of interest that optimally captured change early in the Alzheimer's continuum, and later in the Alzheimer's continuum; (iii) to compare the characteristics of longitudinal tau PET among the three clinical groups using four different meta-regions of interest: the early and the late Alzheimer's disease change regions of interest, the whole brain, and a previously reported temporal meta-region of interest ([@awy059-B17]); and (iv) to compare sample size estimates for change in tau PET, cortical volume and memory/mental status indices for use as outcome measures in clinical trials.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participant recruitment, characterization and inclusion criteria
----------------------------------------------------------------

All individuals in this study were participants enrolled in one of two studies. The Mayo Clinic Study of Aging (MCSA) is a population-based study of cognitive ageing among Olmsted County, Minnesota residents ([@awy059-B41]). All individuals without a medical contraindication are invited to participate in imaging studies. The Mayo Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC) is a longitudinal research study of individuals recruited from clinical practice. Both studies were approved by the Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center Institutional Review Boards and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Evaluations included a medical history review and interview with a study partner performed by a study coordinator; a medical history review, mental status examination, and a neurological examination by a physician; and a neuropsychological examination ([@awy059-B41]). Participants were assigned a diagnosis of cognitively unimpaired \[CU, defined as not mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia\], MCI ([@awy059-B38]) or demented ([@awy059-B32]) using established criteria. MCI and demented individuals were combined into a single cognitively impaired (CI) group. Memory performance was assessed in cognitively unimpaired individuals by a composite from the following: the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R) Logical Memory-II (delayed recall), WMS-R Visual Reproduction-II (delayed recall), and the Auditory Verbal Learning Test (delayed recall). Mental status was assessed among cognitively impaired participants by the Short Test of Metal Status ([@awy059-B22]).

All cognitively impaired participants were required to have abnormal amyloid (A+) based on amyloid PET criteria published previously ([@awy059-B17]). This was done to create a biologically homogeneous group of cognitively impaired individuals who were in the Alzheimer's continuum. All cognitively impaired participants were also required to have an amnestic clinical presentation. Because the topographic distribution of pathologic tau correlates closely with clinical presentation ([@awy059-B37]; [@awy059-B19]; [@awy059-B56]; [@awy059-B39]), requiring an amnestic clinical presentation created a group of impaired individuals with a fairly homogenous tau PET 'phenotype'. Our groups of participants were selected with the idea that contrasts between CU A+ versus CU A− would reveal areas of the brain that capture change in tau PET seen early in the Alzheimer's continuum. Contrasts between CI A+ versus CU A+ would reveal areas of the brain that capture change in tau PET seen later in the Alzheimer's continuum.

All MCSA and ADRC participants who met the clinical criteria above and had two imaging assessments, which in our protocol includes amyloid PET, tau PET and MRI, were included in this study. Imaging assessments were ∼12--15 months apart and were performed between 20 April 2015 and 29 August 2017.

PET
---

Amyloid PET imaging was performed with Pittsburgh compound B ([@awy059-B20]). Tau PET was performed with AV1451, synthesized on site with precursor supplied by Avid Radiopharmaceuticals ([@awy059-B45]). Late uptake amyloid PET images were acquired 40--60 min and tau PET 80--100 min after injection. CT was obtained for attenuation correction.

Amyloid PET and tau PET were analysed with our in-house fully automated image processing pipeline where image voxel values are extracted from automatically labelled regions of interest propagated from an MRI template. Amyloid and tau PET standardized uptake value ratio (SUVR) values were formed by normalizing target regions of interest to the cerebellar crus grey matter ([@awy059-B17]). The amyloid PET target was the prefrontal, orbitofrontal, parietal, temporal, anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate and precuneus regions of interest ([@awy059-B17]). Amyloid PET data were not partial volume corrected. The cut-point used to define abnormality (i.e. A+) on amyloid PET was SUVR 1.42 \[centiloid 19 ([@awy059-B21])\] based on the threshold value beyond which the rate of change in amyloid PET reliably increases ([@awy059-B17]).

Tau PET data were processed as follows: following PET to magnetic resonance spatial registration, a binary brain tissue mask (from the MRI) was resampled into PET voxel dimensions and smoothed with a 6 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian filter (approximately the point spread function of the PET camera) to generate a smoothed tissue mask. At each voxel the PET image was divided by the value in the mask to generate a partial volume corrected (PVC) PET image ([@awy059-B33]). An unsmoothed binary MRI grey matter mask was then applied to the PVC PET image to give a grey matter sharpened PET image. Atlas region of interest values were extracted as above for amyloid PET. For comparison, we also analysed PET images without PVC.

MRI
---

MRI was performed on one of three 3-T systems from the same vendor (General Electric). Longitudinal change in cortical volume was measured using a previously described algorithm developed in-house called TBM-SyN (described in detail in [@awy059-B53]). TBM-SyN is one of the data analysis types provided by the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (<http://adni.loni.usc.edu/>).

Statistical methods
-------------------

Annual change in tau PET for each individual and each region of interest was calculated as the difference in tau PET SUVR between the two scans divided by time between scans. Linear regression models with these annual change values as the outcome (*y*) and clinical group as the predictor (*x*) were used to estimate mean differences in rates of tau PET accumulation across the three clinical groups for individual regions of interest and the four meta-regions of interest. The four meta-regions of interest evaluated were: (i) an early Alzheimer's disease change composite; (ii) a late Alzheimer's disease change composite; (iii) the whole brain; and (iv) a temporal composite.

For defining the early and late Alzheimer's disease change meta-regions of interest, we used penalized logistic regression models to identify a parsimonious set of regions that optimized separation between CU A− and CU A+ (i.e. early changes) and between CU A+ and CI A+ (i.e. later changes). The penalty in these models was an elastic net, which penalizes both the sum of squares of the regression coefficients (i.e. a 'ridge' penalty) and the sum of absolute values of the coefficients (i.e. a 'lasso' penalty). We used weights of 0.8 for the lasso portion of the penalty and 0.2 for the ridge portion ([@awy059-B15]). Varying this penalty from nothing (i.e. no shrinkage of the regression coefficients and all regions of interest in the model) to a full penalty in which all regression coefficients are shrunk to zero (i.e. an intercept only model with no regions of interest), we used cross-validation to identify the optimal model. We took the average of the tau PET SUVR values across the regions identified by the early Alzheimer's disease rate model, to form the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest. Similarly, we took the average of the tau PET SUVR values across regions identified by the late Alzheimer's disease rate model, to form the late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest. The regions included in the early and late Alzheimer's disease change meta-regions of interest are described in the results.

The whole brain meta-region of interest was defined as the voxel-number weighted average of tau PET SUVR in all 41 allo- and iso-cortical regions of interest. The temporal composite, defined in an earlier study to separate CU A− and CI A+ groups cross-sectionally (membership partially overlapped with individuals in the present study) ([@awy059-B17]), was calculated as the voxel-number weighted average of tau PET SUVR in the entorhinal cortex, amygdala, parahippocampal, fusiform, inferior temporal, and middle temporal regions of interest.

We used Spearman rank correlations among all participants between pairs of the four meta-regions of interest to assess similarities in the measurements.

We calculated sample size estimates per arm for a hypothetical clinical trial designed to have 80% power to detect a 25% reduction in annual change in each marker with two-sided alpha of 0.05. Given these parameters, the sample size is proportional to the square of standard deviation (SD)/mean where the inverse of this quantity, mean/SD, is the estimated effect size. The uncertainty of this effect size estimate (mean/SD) was summarized using the SD of 10 000 bootstrap replicates. We calculated effect sizes and corresponding sample size estimates within CU A+ and CI A+ groups for the four tau PET meta-regions of interest, for an anatomic MRI-based biomarker (TBM-SyN, cortical volume), and for a cognition measure. Because floor/ceiling effects differ between cognitively unimpaired and impaired individuals, cognition was assessed with a memory composite among CU A+ and with the Short Test of Mental Status among CI A+.

Results
=======

Characteristics of participants
-------------------------------

Nearly all (94%) cognitively unimpaired individuals were participants in the MCSA while most (80%) cognitively impaired individuals were participants in the ADRC ([Table 1](#awy059-T1){ref-type="table"}). About two-thirds of the CI A+ individuals carried a diagnosis of amnestic multi-domain dementia and one-third a diagnosis of amnestic MCI (i.e. prodromal Alzheimer's disease). CU A− was the youngest group and CU A+ the oldest. The sex distribution was roughly even in the cognitively unimpaired groups while the CI A+ group had more males. The proportion of *APOE* 4 carriers increased progressively from CU A− to CU A+ to CI A+. The median time interval between serial imaging sessions was 1.3 years for the cognitively unimpaired groups and 1.1 years for CI A+. Table 1Demographic characteristics of participants at baselineCharacteristicAllCU A−CU A+CI A+[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of subjects126593730Study, *n* (%)    MCSA96 (76)57 (97)33 (89)6 (20)    ADRC30 (24)2 (3)4 (11)24 (80)Age, years    Median (IQR)73 (64, 80)66 (58, 74)80 (75, 85)74 (71, 77)    Range52--9452--9458--9459--94Sex, *n* (%)    Female52 (41)24 (41)19 (51)9 (30)    Male74 (59)35 (59)18 (49)21 (70)Education, years    Median (IQR)16 (13, 17)16 (14, 18)14 (13, 17)16 (13, 17)    Range7--2012--208--187--20*APOE* ɛ4, *n* (%)    Non-carrier66 (53)43 (73)17 (46)6 (21)    Carrier59 (47)16 (27)20 (54)23 (79)Amyloid PET, SUVR    Median (IQR)1.45 (1.32, 2.11)1.31 (1.26, 1.35)1.68 (1.51, 2.11)2.43 (2.11, 2.77)    Range1.15--3.341.15--1.401.42--2.841.50--3.34Scan interval, years    Median (IQR)1.2 (1.1, 1.4)1.3 (1.1, 1.4)1.3 (1.2, 1.3)1.1 (1.0, 1.1)    Range0.8--2.21.0--1.61.1--2.00.8--2.2[^2]

Rates by region of interest and clinical group
----------------------------------------------

On average, the tau PET accumulation rate was near zero in the CU A− group in all regions of interest ([Fig. 1](#awy059-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Rates of tau accumulation in CU A+ were generally low (0.006 SUVR, 0.5%, per year) but were greater than the rates in CU A− in the entorhinal, fusiform, inferior and mid-temporal, temporal pole, retrosplenial, and the posterior cingulate regions of interest. The CI A+ group had rates of tau accumulation around 0.053 SUVR (3%) per year, which was higher than the rates in the CU A+ group in all regions of interest except the medial temporal regions of entorhinal cortex and amygdala ([Fig. 1](#awy059-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Because of small numbers in both MCI and dementia groups, dementia and MCI were combined into a CI A+ group for the main analysis (as was done in the PRIME trial) ([@awy059-B48]). [Supplementary Fig. 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that while rates were generally higher in dementia than MCI, many of these differences were not significant. The general pattern of the CU A+ versus MCI and CU A+ versus dementia contrasts shared similar features including pronounced differences from CU A+ in the basal and mid-temporal and occipital regions of interest.

![**Regional annual change in tau PET by group.** Box plots of annual change in regional tau PET (SUVR per year) among CU A−, CU A+, and CI A+ are shown in the first three panels. Estimated mean difference \[95% confidence interval (CI)\] in annual change in regional tau PET (SUVR per year) between CU A− versus CU A+ and CU A+ versus CI A+ are shown in the last two columns. A reference line is shown at 0. Note that the range of the *x*-axis scale is wider for CI A+ than CU A+ or CU A−.](awy059f1){#awy059-F1}

We found a positive association between tau change and age in the CU A− group; however, this was not seen consistently across all regions of interest. Of 32 regions of interest, the median rank correlation was +0.18 \[interquartile range (IQR) +0.13 to +0.24\]. On the other hand, in the CU A+ group there was no evidence of an association between accumulation rate and age. The median rank correlation was 0 (IQR −0.06 to +0.09). The CI A+ group tended to have negative associations between rate of change and age with a median correlation of −0.21 (IQR −0.31 to −0.18); however, this was not seen consistently across all regions of interest.

Selecting meta-regions of interest that most robustly capture early and later Alzheimer's disease change
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the logistic penalized regression model, the regions of interest that best separated CU A+ and CU A− were the fusiform and posterior cingulate gyrus ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We refer to this as the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest. The regions of interest that best separated CI A+ and CU A+ ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were the inferior temporal, superior orbital frontal, basal frontal (olfactory and gyrus rectus), and middle occipital. We refer to this as the late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest.

Comparison of four meta-region of interest rate measures
--------------------------------------------------------

We compared group-wise rates of tau accumulation for the early and late Alzheimer's disease change meta-regions of interest and the whole brain and temporal composite meta-regions of interest. The mean difference in tau accumulation between CI A+ and CU A+ was 0.061, 0.073, 0.046, and 0.062 SUVR per year for the early Alzheimer's disease, late Alzheimer's disease, whole brain, and temporal composite meta-regions of interest, respectively (*P* ≤ 0.001 for all) ([Fig. 2](#awy059-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The late Alzheimer's disease and whole brain meta-regions of interest did not separate CU A+ from CU A− \[0.004 SUVR difference (*P =*0.42) and 0.008 SUVR difference (*P =*0.14) per year\]. However, tau accumulation rates were greater in CU A+ than CU A− for the early Alzheimer's disease and temporal composite meta-regions of interest, 0.024 (*P* \< 0.001) and 0.015 (*P =*0.005) SUVR per year, respectively.

![**Annual change in tau PET by group for four meta-regions of interest.** Box plots of annual change in tau PET (SUVR per year) by clinical group for the four different meta-regions of interest (*left*). Estimated mean difference (95% CI) in annual change in tau PET (SUVR per year) between CI A+ versus CU A+ and CU A+ versus CU A− from linear regression models (*right*). A reference line is shown at 0. ROI = region of interest.](awy059f2){#awy059-F2}

Pairwise scatter plots of annual change in tau PET SUVR for the four meta-regions of interest are shown in [Supplementary Fig. 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The late Alzheimer's disease change, whole brain, and temporal composite meta-regions of interest were all highly correlated with each other (Spearman rank correlation varied from 0.87 to 0.93). Correlations between the early Alzheimer's disease change and each of the other three meta-regions of interest were slightly more modest (0.73 to 0.82).

Trajectory plots ([Fig. 3](#awy059-F3){ref-type="fig"}) show the SUVR at each time point for each individual for the four meta-regions of interest. The rate patterns of individual participants by age and clinical group are similar for all four meta-regions of interest.

![**Individual tau PET trajectory plots by age, group and meta-region of interest.** Individual trajectory plots showing tau PET by age for all individuals for the four different meta-region of interest definitions. Colours represent clinical group: CU A− = light blue; CU A+ = dark blue; CI A+ = gold; ROI = region of interest.](awy059f3){#awy059-F3}

Sample size estimates
---------------------

We estimated sample sizes per arm that would be needed to power a clinical trial using a conservative 25% therapeutic reduction in the natural rate of change as an outcome measure. For a trial in CU A+ individuals, the smallest sample size among the four tau PET meta-regions of interest was the temporal meta-region of interest (*n =*1087, [Table 2](#awy059-T2){ref-type="table"}). TBM-SyN sample size was the smallest (*n =*455) and the memory composite was the largest (*n =*1360). For a trial in CI A+, the smallest sample size among the tau meta-regions of interest was the late meta-region of interest (*n =*282). TBM-SyN sample size was again the smallest (*n =*212) and the mental status exam was the largest (*n =*623). Table 2Sample size estimatesCU A+CI A+ParameterChange/yearEffect size*n*Change/yearEffect size*n*Mean (SD)(SE)[^a^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Mean (SD)(SE)[^a^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}Tau PET    Early AD meta-ROI0.013 (0.028)0.45 (0.19)12280.074 (0.104)0.71 (0.16)499    Late AD meta-ROI0.004 (0.025)0.17 (0.18)88050.077 (0.081)0.95 (0.17)282    Whole brain meta-ROI0.007 (0.025)0.27 (0.18)35130.053 (0.064)0.83 (0.16)364    Temporal meta-ROI0.012 (0.026)0.48 (0.19)10870.074 (0.082)0.91 (0.18)308TBM-SyN−0.8 (1.1)−0.74 (0.17)455−2.2 (2.0)−1.09 (0.19)212Cognition[^b^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.17 (0.40)−0.43 (0.20)1360−2.4 (3.8)−0.64 (0.19)623[^3][^4][^5][^6]

For comparison purposes tau PET sample sizes with and without PVC are shown in [Table 3](#awy059-T3){ref-type="table"}. These data show that mean rates of change and variance are generally greater, and sample size estimates are smaller with PVC than without in the CU A+ and CI A+ groups for all four meta-regions of interest with one exception. Table 3Effect of partial volume correctionCU A+CI A+ParameterChange/yearEffect size*n*Change/yearEffect size*n*Mean (SD)(SE)[^a^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Mean (SD)(SE)[^a^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}Early AD meta-ROI    PVC0.013 (0.028)0.45 (0.19)12280.074 (0.104)0.71 (0.16)499    No PVC0.011 (0.024)0.46 (0.18)11910.069 (0.104)0.66 (0.16)580Late AD meta-ROI    PVC0.004 (0.025)0.17 (0.18)88050.077 (0.081)0.95 (0.17)282    No PVC0.002 (0.024)0.09 (0.18)285480.054 (0.067)0.81 (0.15)383Whole brain meta-ROI    PVC0.007 (0.025)0.27 (0.18)35130.053 (0.064)0.83 (0.16)364    No PVC0.004 (0.020)0.20 (0.19)64640.040 (0.054)0.73 (0.15)476Temporal meta-ROI    PVC0.012 (0.026)0.48 (0.19)10870.074 (0.082)0.91 (0.18)308    No PVC0.009 (0.022)0.42 (0.18)14320.056 (0.071)0.79 (0.17)404[^7][^8][^9]

Discussion
==========

In this longitudinal analysis of tau PET we found short-term serial SUVR measurements provided meaningful information about accumulation rates of pathological tau. Our first aim was to examine and compare the regional topography of tau accumulation rates among the different clinical groups across all cortical regions of interest. Early in the disease (CU A+), rates of accumulation were elevated relative to CU A− in the basal and mid-temporal and limbic areas, while later in the disease (CI A+) rates were elevated relative to CU A+ in all areas of the cortex except the medial temporal lobe ([Fig. 1](#awy059-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These results are somewhat consistent with the [@awy059-B3] model of regional expansion of pathological tau in Alzheimer's disease in that an increased rate of accumulation of pathological tau appeared earlier in the disease process in the medial temporal lobe than in most neocortical areas. However, that fact that elevated rates in CU A+ relative to CU A− were not confined to the entorhinal cortex suggests that early tau accumulation may not be as spatially restricted as implied in Braak staging ([@awy059-B3]).

We also found that entorhinal cortex and amygdala accumulation rates were not different between CI A+ and CU A+ ([Fig. 1](#awy059-F1){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that as the disease progresses, pathological tau accumulation continues in areas involved earlier (which is a feature of the Braak and Braak model) ([@awy059-B4]). That is, it is not the case that pathological tau accumulates in an early Braak location, during which time higher Braak areas are uninvolved, and then accumulation moves to the next higher Braak area, during which time tau is no longer accumulating in earlier areas. Our findings do not conflict with the concept of prion-like spread of tau ([@awy059-B11]; [@awy059-B26]), but do conflict with the idea that increases in total brain tau burden are attributable only to spread of tau from one uninvolved area to the next. These data suggest that rather than measure progression as change from lower to higher Braak stages, progression can be measured effectively as increasing burden within a single combination of tau PET regions of interest. Thus, quantification of change in tau PET can be accomplished in the same manner as is commonly done in other modalities---i.e. amyloid and FDG PET, and MRI.

At a group-wise level, observable rates of short-term serial tau accumulation were only seen in the presence of abnormal amyloid (i.e. CU A+ and CI A+). This supports the idea that amyloidosis is an upstream driver of tau accumulation ([@awy059-B16]; [@awy059-B40]). We did find that rates of tau accumulation were positively associated with age among CU A− subjects in some regions of interest, and negatively associated with age among CI A+ in some regions of interest. However, neither of these associations was consistently present across anatomically contiguous regions of interest and therefore we did not age-adjust our intergroup rate comparisons.

Our second aim was to select meta-regions of interest that most robustly capture early and later change in subjects who are in the Alzheimer's continuum. This was accomplished with our CU A− versus CU A+ and CU A+ versus CI A+ penalized logistic regression models. We emphasize that the individual regions of interest selected in the penalized regression models were not the only ones that changed early and later, respectively, but simply a parsimonious set of regions of interest that independently discriminated between groups ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest included the posterior cingulate and fusiform regions. Although the entorhinal cortex rate was greater in CU A+ than CU A−, it was not identified as one of the regions included in our early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest. This suggests that pathological tau appears early in limbic and neocortical temporal lobe areas in addition to the entorhinal cortex, which is not generally considered to be the case in the Braak model of tau progression. The more widespread tau accumulation may not have been appreciated in autopsy studies because areas like the posterior cingulate are not traditionally included in standard autopsy blocks. Regions selected for the late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest do fit the traditional notions of Braak and Braak staging in that the late Alzheimer's disease change regions of interest were all located outside medial temporal areas.

Our third aim was to compare the characteristics of longitudinal tau PET among the three clinical groups using four different meta-regions of interest. Varying opinions exist about how to measure tau burden cross-sectionally ([@awy059-B29]). Some advocate using a Braak-like staging approach ([@awy059-B10]; [@awy059-B43]; [@awy059-B45]). Others suggest that abnormal tau uptake tends to be widely distributed rather than deposited focally in a stepwise and sequential manner ([@awy059-B5]; [@awy059-B14]; [@awy059-B19]; [@awy059-B34]; [@awy059-B27]). Our data indicate that the information on rates of tau accumulation captured by different meta-regions of interest, while not identical, is quite similar. Pairwise scatter plots among the four rate measures ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) reveal that the late Alzheimer's disease change, whole brain, and temporal composite meta-regions of interest all correlate extremely well with each other and although each correlates slightly less well with the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest, correlations between the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest and the others are still high. Similarly, [Fig. 3](#awy059-F3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the four different tau PET meta-regions of interest capture similar relationships between age, clinical group and tau accumulation trajectories in individual subjects. The implication is that change measurements from simple meta-regions of interest, without the need for Braak-like staging, may be sufficient to capture progressive within-person accumulation of pathological tau. In particular we draw attention to the fact that the late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest and the temporal composite have little topographic overlap (only the inferior temporal region), likewise the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest and the temporal composite have only the fusiform gyrus in common ([Fig. 4](#awy059-F4){ref-type="fig"}), yet the age, clinical group and individual tau accumulation trajectory patterns are extremely similar.

![**Topography of meta-regions of interest.** The early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest is indicated in red; the late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest in green; and the temporal composite in blue. The inferior temporal region of interest appears aqua because it is part of both the late Alzheimer's disease change and temporal meta-regions of interest (overlap between blue and green). Similarly, the fusiform gyrus appears magenta because it is part of both the early Alzheimer's disease change and temporal meta-regions of interest (overlap between red and blue). The whole brain meta-region of interest is not illustrated.](awy059f4){#awy059-F4}

While cross-sectional results were not the focus of this paper, [Fig. 3](#awy059-F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that baseline values are generally greater among younger versus older CI A+ individuals for all four meta-regions of interest. In particular, under age 70 there is a noticeable separation between the tau PET SUVR values in most cognitively impaired individuals and the SUVR values in the cognitively unimpaired individuals. However, at older ages, there is more overlap in the SUVR values across the cognitively impaired and unimpaired groups. The phenomenon of greater cross-sectional tau PET binding in early onset versus late onset sporadic Alzheimer's disease has been described ([@awy059-B37]; [@awy059-B23]; [@awy059-B44]; [@awy059-B27]). Our interpretation of this phenomenon is that older individuals with symptomatic Alzheimer's disease are more likely to have comorbid non-Alzheimer's disease brain pathological change ([@awy059-B30]; [@awy059-B42]; [@awy059-B36]; [@awy059-B50]) than younger individuals and therefore require less pathological tau to produce a similar level of cognitive impairment. Due to the combined effects of Alzheimer's disease and non-Alzheimer's disease pathological changes, older CI A+ individuals with extremely high levels of pathologic tau, on a par with that seen younger CI A+, are perhaps most often too impaired to participate in research studies.

Our final aim was to estimate sample sizes that would be needed to power two different types of clinical trials using change in tau PET, cortical volume, and memory/mental status indices as outcome measures ([Table 2](#awy059-T2){ref-type="table"}). The first scenario was a trial in CU A+ individuals. This would be analogous to the A4 (Antiamyloid Therapy for Asymptomatic Alzheimer's Disease) study ([@awy059-B52]), which enrols CU A+ individuals. The primary outcome is modification of the rate of cognitive decline; however, longitudinal tau PET is being acquired in a subset to test the hypothesis that an anti-amyloid intervention can modify the natural rate of pathological tau accumulation. Our data indicate that among the four tau PET meta-regions of interest, sample sizes are smallest with the temporal composite for the CU A+ group (however, this was not appreciably different from the sample sizes for the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest). This may seem counterintuitive given that the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest seemed to best separate the CU A+ from CU A-- groups. The explanation is that while the early Alzheimer's disease and temporal meta-regions of interest had similar rates of increase, the variation across individuals was slightly greater in the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest. This is partly, or perhaps primarily, because the temporal composite measure included a greater number of voxels than the early Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest ([Fig. 4](#awy059-F4){ref-type="fig"}) hence it may be a more precise measure. Pooling A+ MCI and dementia participants into a single CI A+ group is analogous to the recent PRIME trial ([@awy059-B48]). The late Alzheimer's disease change meta-region of interest had the smallest sample size of the four meta-regions of interest among the CI A+ group. However, this was not appreciably different from the sample sizes for the whole brain or temporal meta-regions of interest. For both CU A+ and CI A+, the smallest sample sizes were obtained with the cortical volume rate measure (TBM-SyN), the largest with the memory/mental status measure, and sample sizes for the tau PET meta-region of interest (temporal in CU A+ and late Alzheimer's disease in CI A+) were in-between these two. It is worthwhile noting that sample sizes were similar with TBM-SyN and tau PET in CI A+, indicating that change in tau PET SUVR ([@awy059-B1]) should be an effective outcome measure in trials of putative disease modifying agents.

Some individuals with negative slopes are seen in [Figs 1--3](#awy059-F1){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 3](#awy059-F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that this phenomenon is more common among those with low baseline values compared to those with high baseline values. While there is some suggestion that CSF phosphorylated tau values could decline late in the Alzheimer's disease continuum ([@awy059-B12]), we interpret negative slopes in this tau PET data to represent measurement error. That is certainly the case for many individuals with low baseline values who are more likely than those with high baseline values to have no real change in tau. Individuals with no real (biological) change in tau are equally likely to have a small positive or negative slope centred around zero due to measurement error.

We did not estimate sample sizes among CU A− because rates of tau accumulation were very low in this group. The low natural rate of tau accumulation in CU individuals with normal amyloid levels suggests that tau PET would not likely be a good outcome measure of anti-tau interventions in this group even if preventing the appearance of tau deposition below the PET threshold of detection was an effective therapeutic strategy.

A strength of this study is that we measured within-person rates of tau PET change which directly support inferences about the progression of disease and accumulation of pathological 3R/4R fibrillar tau. In contrast, mechanistic inferences can only be supported indirectly with cross-sectional data. We recognize several weaknesses. Sample sizes were modest. We expect that greater group-wise differences in rates (e.g. between CU A+ and CU A−) might have been found with a larger sample. Our conclusions are based on group averages with short follow-up intervals whereas long-term within-person follow-up would be preferable. Due to the recent development of tau PET, availability of those data will require further maturation of research cohorts. It would have been desirable to take a more granular approach to defining earlier versus later changing measures by creating a greater number of group-wise contrasts. At this point though, we have too few CI A+ participants with longitudinal tau to effectively split that group into separate MCI and mild and moderate dementia A+ groups. This does not seem like a major shortcoming though as precedent exists for combining prodromal Alzheimer's disease and dementia into a single CI A+ group ([@awy059-B48]).

We focused on comparing rate measurements across different locations in the brain but there are many other technical aspects that likely have a significant impact on longitudinal tau PET measures. One of these is the use of PVC, which we only briefly examined. In general, mean rates of change and variance were slightly greater with PVC than without but sample size estimates were generally smaller with PVC ([Table 3](#awy059-T3){ref-type="table"}). We recognize that many different approaches to PVC have been proposed ([@awy059-B49]) and we briefly compared only one of these to no PVC. Therefore, whether or not PVC is recommended for serial tau PET measures and, if so, which of many possible approaches is optimal remains an open question. Other data processing steps such as smoothing, PET-MRI versus PET only methods, transformation of data to a common space (or not), and magnetic resonance segmentation methods will also likely impact longitudinal PET measures ([@awy059-B29]). As was the case for amyloid PET ([@awy059-B7]; [@awy059-B25]; [@awy059-B46]) choice of normalizing reference region in particular seems likely to have an important impact on longitudinal measurement precision ([@awy059-B51]). These possible technical variations remain an active area of investigation and it seems very likely that the precision of longitudinal tau PET measures will improve with advances in technical approaches. This in turn should result in greater effect sizes (smaller sample sizes) for tau PET as an outcome measure for clinical trials compared to those in [Tables 2](#awy059-T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#awy059-T3){ref-type="table"}.
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CI/U A+/−

:   cognitively impaired/unimpaired individuals with/without abnormal amyloid PET

MCI

:   mild cognitive impairment

PVC

:   partial volume correction

SUVR

:   standardized uptake value ratio

[^1]: See Hansson and Mormino (doi:10.1093/brain/awy065) for a scientific commentary on this article.

[^2]: ^a^The CI A+ group includes 11 (37%) individuals with MCI and 19 (63%) individuals with multi-domain amnestic dementia.

[^3]: Sample size estimates per arm for a clinical trial targeting a 25% reduction in annual change in a marker with 80% power and alpha = 0.05 within CU A+ and CI A+.

[^4]: ^a^Effect size is calculated as the mean divided by the standard deviation in the sample. The standard error of the effect size is determined from 10 000 bootstrap replicates.

[^5]: ^b^Cognition is measured as annual change in memory composite z-score among CU A+ and as annual change in Short Test of Mental Status among CI A+.

[^6]: AD = Alzheimer's disease; ROI = region of interest.

[^7]: Sample size estimates per arm for a clinical trial targeting a 25% reduction in annual change in tau PET meta-regions of interest (SUVR per year) with 80% power and alpha = 0.05 within CU A+ and CI A+, separately for PVC and no PVC.

[^8]: ^a^Effect size is calculated as the mean divided by the standard deviation in the sample. The standard error of the effect size estimate is determined from 10 000 bootstrap replicates.

[^9]: AD = Alzheimer's disease; ROI = region of interest.
